
Made from high-tensile aluminum
alloy for maximum strength. Locking action
permits adequate pressure to secure the smoke ejector
against door jams or window frames.  Rubber cushion and pads
remain pliable down to -40º F. Includes set of hanger hooks, extras
available. Adjusts from 28" to 40". Ship. wt. 8 lbs.

This is the most powerful 16"
fan in the industry. It can easily
be used for both negative
and positive pressure 
ventilation. Running at
3500 RPM, it has the
power to force or pull air
deep into a structure or
underground vault. Perfect
for the department that
wants a powerful fan for 
negative, positive pressure, or large 
confined space ventilation. Requires a 20 amp
circuit to start and run.

Super Vac’s gasoline-powered PPV’s offer a variety of features to meet the needs of
fire departments all across the world. The Super Vac 18" leads the way for more 
powerful positive pressure ventilation. These powerful ventilators are designed to go
places with two no-flat tires and handle, making them easy to move from scene to
scene. Lever action tilt allows the firefighter to adjust quickly to 20°,
10°, 0° or -10° angles to ventilate stairwells and basements. It’s the
only smoke ventilator in the fire industry that has this feature. Other
features include Honda, Tecumseh, or Briggs & Stratton engines, 
7-blade fan system, zinc-plated fasteners, and electrostatically applied
powder-coated paint, baked to a hard coat for a more scratch-resistant
finish. 18" units ship. wt. 59 lbs., 20" & 24" units ship. wt. 115 lbs. 

These hose sections are tough, lightweight,
extremely flexible and crush-resistant. They attach
easily to the Smoke Ejector with the quick-release
attachment on the adapter ring. They're ideal for
moving large quantities of air for ventilation, air
conditioning, and for fume and smoke control
in hard-to-reach places. Hoses are priced with
fan to hose adapter. Call for prices on longer
hose extensions. Ship. wt. 1 lb./per foot.

Flexible Duct & Adapters

Tecumseh Engine Size HP CFM Price
AC939 Ventilator 18" 6.6 15,350 $1,999.95
AC950 Ventilator 20" 6.6 18,060 $2,349.95
AC951 Ventilator 24" 6.6 21,100 $2,449.95

Gas Positive Pressure Ventilators

Super Vac superior quality and
design make it easier to store
and stronger than other round
fans. Housing totally encloses
all moving parts and enables
you to stack one unit on top of
the other for more forced 
ventilation. It features 9250
CFM from 4-blade cast 
aluminum propeller and direct
drive system that eliminates belts, pulleys
and ball bearings, for years of trouble-free 
operation. Powder-coated, hard-coated
paint finish for scratch resistance, housing
has four handles for easy carrying, can be
used with duct on inlet or outlet side.
Made in USA. Dimensions:
15.50"Dx 19"Wx 19.5"H.
Ship. wt. 49 lbs.

Direct Drive Gas Smoke Ejector

J670 Gas Smoke Ejector $1,649.95

Positive/Negative Pressure 
Ventilators

Converts existing PPV or smoke 
ejector into a cooling rehab fan
Reduces effects of heat stress
Non-corrosive components
Rugged powder-coated finish
Perfect for increasing firefighter comfort
Precision machined aluminum

Cat# HP RPM Voltage Housing C.F.M. Wt. Price
AC947 11/2 3450 115/230 Alum.     9622 71 lbs. $2,174.95
AC948 11/2 3450 115/230 Alum.     9622 71 lbs. $2,674.95
*AC948 has explosion-proof motor

16" 

Adjustable & portable

Mountain Mister

Honda Engine Size HP CFM Price
BD033 Ventilator 16" 4.0 11,740 $1,949.95
AC952 Ventilator 18" 6.5 15,590 $2,449.95
AC953 Ventilator 20" 6.5 18,580 $2,549.95
AC954 Ventilator 24" 9.0 20,920 $3,049.95

P780 Smoke Ejector Holder $85.95
R720 Hanger Hooks (2) $10.95

Maximum cooling range available
Easily attached to outlet guard of 
fan to produce a cooling mist 3/4"
garden hose connection 
1/4" turn shutoff valve

AZ251 Super Vac Mountain Mister $309.95

AC937A 12"x10' $479.95
AC937B 12"x20' $649.95
AC937C 16"x10' $567.95
AC937D 16"x20' $779.95
AC937E 20"x10' $697.95
AC937F 20"x20' $995.95
AC937G 24"x10' $778.95
AC937H 24"x20' $1,198.95

Smoke Ejector Holder

Briggs & Stratton Engine Size HP CFM Price
BD032 Ventilator 16" 3.5 10,230 $1,619.95

Adjustable & Portable
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